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JAPAN-CANADA SUMMIT TELEPHONE TALK 
AND JAPAN-UK SUMMIT TELEPHONE TALK

On February 3, 2021, Suga Yoshi-
hide, Prime Minister of Japan, held 
a summit telephone talk with the 

Right Honourable Justin Trudeau, Prime 
Minister of Canada and, on February 16, 
with the Rt Hon Boris Johnson MP, Prime 
Minister of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland. The overview 
of the talks is as follows.

Japan-Canada Summit Telephone Talk
At the outset, Prime Minister Suga 
expressed his hope to work closely with 
Canada, including at the G7 Summit in 
June, to strengthen a free and open inter-
national order based on the rule of law. In 
response, Prime Minister Trudeau stated 
that he hoped Japan and Canada would 
cooperate on important issues concerning 
the international community.

The two leaders then exchanged views 
on the response to COVID-19 and climate 
change, affirming that both countries 
would continue to work closely together 
in these areas. The two leaders also 
exchanged views on cooperation toward 
realizing a Free and Open Indo-Pacific and 
on cooperation in addressing ship-to-ship 
transfers by North Korea. In addition, the 
two leaders exchanged views on the issue 

of detained Canadians as well as regional 
affairs such as China, including the East 
and South China Seas.

Prime Minister Suga asked for Prime 
Minister Trudeau’s continued support 
and cooperation toward the resolution of 
the abductions issue by North Korea, in 
response to which the Canadian leader 
expressed his support.

Japan-UK Summit Telephone Talk
At the outset, Prime Minister Johnson 
expressed his sympathy for the recent 
earthquake damage, and Prime Minister 
Suga conveyed his gratitude in response. 
Prime Minister Suga stated that the coop-
eration between Japan and the UK is 
deepening, such as the entry into force of 
Japan-UK EPA and holding of the Japan-
UK Foreign and Defence Ministerial Meet-
ing (“2 + 2”), and expressed his intention 
to cooperate even more closely to realize 
a “Free and Open Indo-Pacific” as well as 
for the G7 and COP26, both under the presi-
dency of the UK. In response, Prime Min-
ister Johnson stated that he would like to 
deepen bilateral and multilateral coopera-
tion between Japan and the UK, including 
the response to COVID-19.

The two leaders exchanged views on 
the G7 Summit Video Conference on Feb-
ruary 19 and the G7 Summit to be held 
in June, and confirmed that the G7 will 
unite and lead the formation of a post-
COVID-19 international order. Both leaders 
also shared the view to work together to 
lead the international community toward 
COP26, aiming to achieve “carbon neutral-
ity” by 2050. In addition, Prime Minister 
Suga welcomed the UK’s request to accede 
to the TPP11 Agreement.

Prime Minister Suga requested the sup-
port of the leaders of the G7, chaired by the 
UK, for the Tokyo Olympic and Paralym-
pic Games, while Prime Minister Johnson 
stated that he would fully lend his support.

The two leaders exchanged views on the 
regional situation and shared their grave 
concern over the situation in Myanmar. 
They also shared concerns regarding uni-
lateral attempts to change the status quo 
in the East and South China Sea, including 
China’s Coast Guard Law, and the situa-
tion in Hong Kong and the Xinjiang Uyghur 
Autonomous Region (XUAR) and confirmed 
to work together in this vein.

Suga Yoshihide, Prime Minister of Japan The Rt. Hon. Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of 
Canada, in Japan in May 2016

The Rt Hon Boris Johnson MP, then Secretary 
of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 
Affairs and now Prime Minister of the United 
Kingdom, in Japan in July 2017
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Government, industry and academia in Japan are working to promote “smart mobility” 
services that contribute to solving public transport challenges associated with a declining 
birthrate and aging population. It is expected that these services, which utilize a range 
of IoT, AI and automated driving technologies, will also help to revitalize regional 
economies.
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Japan is working to promote new mobility ser-
vices that contribute to solving regional chal-
lenges and revitalizing regional economies. 

We spoke with Kubota Masaharu, Deputy Vice-
Minister for Public Transport and Logistics Policy 
at the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 
and Tourism, about the government’s initiatives.

What challenges does Japan face in the field of 
public transport?

Facing a declining birthrate, aging population 
and declining population, Japan, especially rural 

areas, is seeing reduced demand for public trans-
port. The declining population and the wide-
spread use of private cars means it is becoming 
increasingly difficult for many areas to maintain 
public transport services. Also, securing transport 
for the elderly has become an issue in recent years 
owing to the increasing number of people aged 75 
and over voluntarily surrendering their driver’s 
licenses due to concerns about accidents caused 
by a decline in driving ability. Moreover, Japan 
will see a decrease in the working age popula-
tion between the ages of 15 and 64 in the future. 
While labor shortages are predicted in various 
fields, securing drivers for public transport is also 
expected to be a major issue. 

What initiatives is the government taking to 
resolve such issues?

One initiative is the Smart Mobility Challenge 
launched by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism and the Ministry of Econ-
omy, Trade and Industry in June 2019. This project 
supports local government and private company 
efforts to solve regional challenges and revital-
ize regional economies through the introduction 
of transport services equipped with technologies 
such as IoT, AI and automated driving. Fifty-two 
regions across Japan have been selected as target 
regions for FY 2020. In many of these regions, 
demonstration tests of mobility-as-a-service 

Kubota Masaharu, Deputy Vice-Minister for Public Transport and 
Logistics Policy, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism

Smart 
Mobility 
Challenge
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(MaaS) are underway. Following the first practical 
application of MaaS in Finland in 2016, the service 
spread to other parts of Europe, the United States 
and the rest of the world. Broadly defined, MaaS 
is a service that optimally combines various trans-
port options to get local residents and tourists to 
their destination, including trains, buses, taxis 
and bicycles, and integrates the search, reserva-
tion and payment process. 

Once users make a reservation using MaaS, 
they can travel smoothly from their start point to 
their destination. In addition, MaaS allows opera-
tors to share data and coordinate their operations, 
resulting in streamlined services. In terms of 
environmental impact too, encouraging people to 
change from private cars to public transport helps 
reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

What are the characteristics and potential of 
MaaS in Japan?

Overseas, MaaS is mainly focused on the provi-
sion of transport services. In Japan, on the other 
hand, companies from diverse industries are join-
ing and using it to provide a variety of services. 
For example, in the Nanyo region of Ehime Pre-
fecture, which has been selected as a target region 
for the Smart Mobility Challenge in FY 2020, dem-
onstration tests are being conducted in which rail-
road and bus companies as well as companies in 
the tourism, insurance and restaurant industries 
are collaborating to provide integrated services 
such as the sale of excursion tickets and the dis-
semination of information on travel insurance, 
local sightseeing opportunities and specialty 
products.

Japanese public transport operators offer a 
wide range of services in the areas along their 
routes in addition to transport, such as com-
merce, tourism, logistics and real estate. When 
these companies work with MaaS, users will be 
able to receive a comprehensive range of services 

beyond transport, such as shopping, dining and 
lodging, and even welfare, education and medi-
cal care. This is expected to lead to the develop-
ment of towns that enjoy greater convenience and 
affluence.

What kind of initiatives are planned for the Smart 
Mobility Challenge in the future?

An example is the use of MaaS for countermea-
sures against COVID-19. In the Tokachi region of 
Hokkaido, which was selected as a target region 
in FY 2020, information on public transport con-
gestion will be provided to residents through 
smartphones. Likewise, in Kaga City in Ishikawa 
Prefecture information on congestion in stores 
and tourist facilities, and on countermeasures 
against infectious diseases will be provided to 
residents through smartphones. What effect this 
information has had on alleviating congestion 
will be examined. Going forward, we will expand 
our efforts to promote the use of public trans-
port through methods such as facial recognition, 
cashless payment and increasing use of personal 
mobility devices such as electric kickboards to 
disperse congestion and reduce opportunities for 
person-to-person contact.

Beginning with the Smart Mobility Challenge, 
MaaS has the potential to become an innovation 
that will have a major impact on people’s life-
styles, urban development and regional econo-
mies. We will provide the data and elucidate the 
challenges that emerge from the demonstration 
tests being conducted in the target areas to other 
regions and expand MaaS nationwide. And we 
hope to share and deploy the knowledge we gain 
from the “Japanese version of MaaS” that we cre-
ate in Japan and contribute to the betterment of 
the lives of people around the world. 

Interview by SAWAJI OSAMU
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“N
ew Towns,” which 
were built across 
Japan in the post-
war period of 

rapid urbanization, are connected 
to neighboring cities by rail and 
bus services, and support the lives 
of people working in the cities as 
commuter towns. However, after 
more than half a century, sustain-
ing the transportation networks 
in commuter towns has become 
a challenge as their population 
declines due to aging and as more 
people choose to live in the cities. 

First developed in 1968, Kozoji 
New Town is in Kasugai on the 
outskirts of the city of Nagoya, one 

of the largest cities in Japan (popu-
lation: approximately 2.3 million 
as of 2020). Kasugai is an adjacent 
northeastern suburb of Nagoya, 
and Kozoji New Town, covering 
approximately 700 hectares, is in 
the eastern hills of Kasugai. Kozoji 
New Town has developed as a 
commuter community with easy 
access to Nagoya Station, which 
can be reached from Kozoji Station 
in less than 30 minutes by the fast-
est train.

Today, the town’s population is 
20% lower than its peak of approx-
imately 52,000 and is continuing 
to age. As its population shrinks, 

the number of bus services, a pri-
mary public transport system 
used within the area, has been 
dwindling. 

As the town is situated on a 
wide stretch of hills, local resi-
dents find it difficult to use the 
bus service, as they have to walk 
up and down those hills to get to 
and from a bus stop. It is therefore 
common for people to use their 
cars whenever they go shopping or 
see a doctor.

Tsuda Tetsuhiro, Supervi-
sor of the Kasugai City Govern-
ment’s Planning Administration 
Section, says, “As the population 

All photos: Courtesy of Kasugai City

New Transport System 
for Aging Communities

SASAKI TAKASHI

Kozoji New Town, Kasugai City, Aichi Prefecture

A group of kindergarten 
children watch a “Slocal” self-
driving service demonstration

A mobility service demonstration 
experiment is under way in Kozoji 
New Town in Kasugai City, Aichi 
Prefecture, to address the issue 
of daily transport for the elderly 
population.
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ages further, more people will 
return their driving licenses mean-
ing fewer people will have access 
to cars. How to ensure a daily 
means of transport for residents is 
becoming an increasingly impor-
tant issue.”

To address this issue, Kasugai 
City is undertaking a range of proj-
ects for Kozoji New Town in col-
laboration with Nagoya University 
and its private sector stakeholders.

In May 2019, the city’s initia-
tives were selected as a pioneer-
ing model project of the Smart City 
Model Project by the Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure, Transport 
and Tourism (MLIT). In June of the 
same year, the city was selected as 
a pilot area for the Smart Mobil-
ity Challenge Project, which is 
jointly promoted by MLIT and the 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry. 

The city’s initiatives were 
selected as Society 5.0-type proj-
ects to receive a Regional Revital-
ization Promotion Grant by the 
Cabinet Office in March 2020. One 

of these initiatives is a demonstra-
tion experiment for mobility ser-
vices using self- driving vehicles.

In collaboration with Nagoya 
University, Kasugai City is under-
taking demonstration experiments 
introducing the “Slocal” self-driv-
ing service, a slow-moving electric 
vehicle designed for the elderly in 
the district of Ishiodai, which has a 
larger elderly population living in 
detached houses than other areas 
of Kasugai.

Users of the service can hop on 
and off at some 130 spots within 
a one square kilometer area, tak-
ing a trip from somewhere near 
their homes to their destinations 
by making a reservation on the 
phone. The vehicle is a refur-
bished golf cart and two helpers 
are on board just in case the user 
has trouble with driving.

To date, demonstration experi-
ments have been performed on 
some limited occasions and the 
city has received positive com-
ments from the citizens, such as, 
“The vehicle was comfortable 
and the service was both easy to 
use and affordable because it was 
free.” 

For the demonstration experi-
ment implemented from Febru-
ary to March this year, the city 
used a new eight-seat bus offer-
ing improved safety and comfort. 
Efforts are under way to allocate 
the roles and responsibilities of 
city administrators and local citi-
zens using the service in the event 
of an accident ahead of full launch 
of the service in April 2022.

In some areas of Kozoji New 

Town, the city is undertaking dem-
onstration experiments including 
an AI on-demand shared taxi ser-
vice and the Mobility-as-a-Service 
(MaaS) Kozoji Outing Support App.

People have commented that 
the shared taxi service was afford-
able and easy to use without 
hesitation.

The Kozoji Outing Support App 
has been developed jointly by 
leading cellphone operator KDDI, 
Nagoya University and Kasugai 
City with the goal of helping users 
to navigate all of the transport ser-
vices within an area.

Users of the loop-line bus or 
shared taxi within Kozoji New 
Town that use this app may be 
eligible for discounts on fares or 
even on shopping or dining at local 
stores and restaurants sponsoring 
the transport service. As of this 
January, there have been more 
than 400 downloads of the app.

The goal of Kasugai City is to 
maintain the vibrancy of the whole 
town, while trying to improve the 
mobility convenience specific to 
regional requirements. Expecta-
tions are high for the new trans-
port systems under the range of 
initiatives currently under way. 

Demonstration of the AI on-demand shared taxi 

Smartphone screenshots of the Kozoji Outing 
Support App
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S
ince Yokosuka City in Kanagawa Prefec-
ture is located on a mountainous peninsula 
looking out toward the Pacific Ocean, there 
are areas scattered around the city where 

residential access is by sloping streets or stairways. 
The current population of Yokosuka is approximately 
400,000, but by 2040, it is expected to decrease to 
about 320,000, and the percentage of the popula-
tion aged sixty-five or above will rise to close to forty 

percent. Assuming that the number of elderly resi-
dents will increase not only in areas with many slop-
ing streets, alleviating inconvenience for the elderly 
and securing availability of means of transport is an 
immediate and important issue. 

Therefore, Yokosuka City is promoting urban 
infrastructure that will give elderly persons, children 
and other vulnerable road users access to transport 
that is safe even on sloping roads and streets with 
stairways, and also provide access to health care 
and shopping for residents without transport owing 
to their living conditions. The city is also building 
urban infrastructure that includes functional trans-
portation networks to connect tourist attractions 
scattered around the area. The Yokosuka x Smart 
Mobility Challenge project, nicknamed “Sukamobi” 
(from “Yokusuka mobility”) was launched in 2018. 
The stated goal of Sukamobi is to establish a model 

All photos: Courtesy of Yokosuka City

Yokosuka City in Kanagawa Prefecture is attempt-
ing to implement sustainable urban development by 
soliciting ideas from private enterprises, universi-
ties, research institutes and other agencies pertain-
ing to regional revitalization through smart mobil-
ity that utilizes AI and IoT.  

“Sukamobi” to 
Revitalize the Region

SUGIYAMA MAMORU

An uninhabited island close to 
Yokusaka; inset, goods could be 
delivered to the beach by drone
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that supports a high quality of life in the community 
by coordinating new public transportation systems 
that utilize AI and IoT with hospitals, commercial 
facilities and other services.

Specifically, the project aims to support people 
with restricted mobility and to sustain the local 
community.

Takahashi Shinichiro, head of the YRP R&D Pro-
motion Committee at the Business Startup & New 
Industry Support Division at Yokosuka City, which 
oversees the project, comments, “Sukamobi is spe-
cial in the sense that the project is led by the Start-up 
and New Industry Support Department, which han-
dles collaboration with private enterprises, rather 
than a department with responsibility for transpor-
tation or urban development. Specifically, the point 
is to verify ideas and to promote implementation 
in collaboration with local residents and academics 
with expertise in transportation and urban devel-
opment while approaching private enterprises that 
have many different ideas.”  

The project is supported through a system of col-
laboration with the relevant central government min-
istries and agencies, local universities and private 
enterprises. Yokosuka City solicits ideas that utilize 
smart mobility from private enterprises, universities, 
and research institutes. The city also supports proj-
ect designs, provides the necessary regional data, 
forms partnerships with participating corporations, 

and conducts demonstration experiment exercises.  
For example, seven demonstration experiment 

exercises were implemented in fiscal 2019. Several 
of the initiatives were a first in Japan and attracted a 
great deal of attention including (1) Universal MaaS, 
which aims to realize mobility services enabling any-
one to transfer at ease by using an app. etc, (2) dem-
onstration of delivery services to remote islands by 
drone, and (3) demonstration of delivery services 
using Unmanned Ground Vehicles from a supermar-
ket to a residential area. In addition, events were 
organized to present the results of these advanced 
initiatives and offer test rides. The city is also work-
ing to improve social  receptivity among local resi-
dents and to promote the appeal of outcomes in 
Japan and abroad. 

Takahashi comments, “As we enter the third year 
of the first five-year plan for Sukamobi, we now have 
the ability to conduct numerous demonstration 
experiment exercises. In another two years, we hope 
to realize social implementation of at least one proj-
ect that we are currently working on. 

The Sukamobi vision for urban development is “to 
leave no one behind,” “to create new value,” and “to 
be full of vitality.” With smart mobility at the core, 
the Yokosuka City initiative enables various applica-
tions, and expectations from other local government 
and stakeholders nationwide are growing for future 
outcomes and expansion. 

Demonstration experiment of a delivery service by Unmanned  
Ground Vehicle

Demonstration experiment of a delivery service by drone to  
an uninhabited island close to Yokosuka
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J
apan is an island country connected by over 1.2 
million km of roads including a 12,000-km Arte-
rial High-standard Highway Network (hereinaf-
ter highways). ETC (Electronic Toll Collection) 

is one system helping to make driving more comfort-
able on these highways.

Japan’s research and development of ETC acceler-
ated in the 1990s at a time when society faced seri-
ous traffic congestion problems. The system was 
introduced on the highways in 2001 and is in com-
mon use today, with more than 90% of vehicles on 
the highways using ETC.

Regarding the results that have been achieved 
over the past twenty years following the introduc-
tion of the ETC system, Nakamoto Tatsuro from the 
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) policy and pro-
gram office at the Road Bureau of the Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT), 
says, “Before the ETC system was introduced, con-
gestion on highways was most commonly seen at toll 
gates and affected 30% of traffic. Today, this problem 
has largely been resolved. Furthermore, the system 
has significantly contributed to an improvement of 
the environment around toll gates, as CO2 emissions 
from cars are lowered as the average speed of vehi-
cles passing through the toll gate has increased.” 

Beginning in 2016, ETC 2.0, a more advanced 
ETC system, has become fully operational. The 
most significant change achieved by the new sys-
tem is its facilitation of large-volume interactive 

communication.
The previous-generation system used communi-

cation technology only to collect tolls on highways, 
but ETC 2.0 offers new services using a vehicle’s 
driving history data, such as GPS information, dis-
tance traveled, and acceleration and rapid braking 
data. This data is sent from ETC 2.0 onboard units to 
roadside antennas (ITS spots) that are installed every 
10–15 kilometers on inter-city highways and every 4 
kilometers on urban highways.

For example, vehicles equipped with ETC 2.0 
onboard units can receive traffic information such as 
congestion in real time and display an optimal route 
on compatible in-vehicle navigation system moni-
tors. To assist safe driving, the system issues warnings 
when approaching areas with a history of traffic acci-
dents and when there are obstacles on the road ahead.

ETC 2.0 Two-Way Communication between 
Vehicles and the Road

SATO KUMIKO

ETC 2.0: Two-way communication
Courtesy of the Road Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

Since 2016, there has been an acceleration of the 
technological development of the Electronic Toll 
Collection (ETC) system used in vehicles on high-
ways across Japan. Today, this advanced traffic 
technology is used as a solution supporting safe and 
comfortable driving and providing vital information 
services in the event of a disaster.

Car navigation system
for ETC 2.0

Onboard unit
for ETC 2.0

Vehicle

Roadside equipment (ITS Spot)

Two-way 
Communication

A section of the highway network
Photo: Courtesy of ITS Technology 
Enhancement Association
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Joint initiatives by the public and private sectors 
are under way to provide logistics services operators 
with accumulated data seeking to facilitate the man-
agement of their operations to improve efficiency 
and ensure their drivers drive safely. It has become 
possible to develop road management measures to 
prevent accidents and congestion using the accumu-
lated data.

In the case of the rain disaster in Kumamoto Pre-
fecture and surrounding areas in 2020, accumulated 
traffic data enabled detailed traffic information 
advising whether local roads were passable to be 
successfully provided to business operators and local 
municipalities responsible for disaster management.

ETC 2.0 is the world’s first system capable of col-
lecting data and providing information about vehi-
cles and roads at the same time. This technological 
achievement is largely due to remarkable innovative 
developments in sensing, telecommunications and 
other information technologies in Japan.

Initiatives to share data collected by ETC 2.0 and 
by private-sector service operators for statistical 
analysis and data processing have begun, with the 
participation of universities. It is expected that the 
research and analysis will lead to the introduction 
of more sophisticated services for road users such as 
avoidance of traffic congestion.

Given this, MLIT has selected twenty-three new 
ETC 2.0 service ideas from those collected from the 
public and is today performing a demonstration 
experiment. Among the ideas were using artificial 
intelligence capable of forecasting traffic conges-
tion and accidents to optimize traffic flow, and using 

optical sensor technology capable of tracking the 
flow of traffic to assist autonomous driving.

Approximately 6,110,000 units are being used as 
of the end of February 2021 and 25% of vehicles on 
the highways are using ETC 2.0 as of December 2020. 
How to increase the use of ETC 2.0 is an issue being 
addressed.

According to Nakamoto, “The Ministry is planning 
to take measures to achieve the early spread of ETC 
2.0 and burden reduction for users such as by devel-
opment of more attractive features and the introduc-
tion of fare discounts.”

It is expected that the widespread use of ETC 2.0 
will enhance mobility services in Japan, eventu-
ally helping to resolve a range of problems faced by 
society. 

全国の スポット配置図（ 時点） 高速本線

凡例

ITSスポット設置箇所

©国土交通省 道路局

本地図の転載・配布は、私的利用・商用利用を問わず自由に行ってかまいません。

Locations of ITS spots (2018.7.1)
Courtesy of the Road Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

Information provided by car navigation systems
Courtesy of the Road Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
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will be provided.

Locations of obstacles, the location of the last car in the back up, 
and danger warnings are provided.

Real-time region-wide traffic information and pictures of 
congested roads are provided.

Detouring assist Safe driving assistAssistance in the event of disaster
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T
he National Diet of Japan 
enacted the “New Bar-
rier-free Law” in 2006 
recognizing the need to 

promote the barrier-free design 
of buildings and public transpor-
tation systems. Under the law, 
national and local governments, 
and railway operators have pro-
moted diverse, barrier-free design, 
including elevators to eliminate 
the need to use steps within sta-
tions, barrier-free toilets, and 

tactile paving (textured ground 
surface indicators to guide pedes-
trians who are visually impaired). 

“According to the data as of 
the end of March 2020, barrier-
free design is preferentially being 
introduced at 3,580 stations with 
3,000 users or more a day on aver-
age, out of about 9,500 railway 
stations in Japan,” says Inoki Yuji, 
chief of the Engineering Plan-
ning Division of the Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure, Transport 

and Tourism’s Railway Bureau. 
“Among these 3,580 stations, ele-
vators, slopes and other facilities 
have been introduced at 91.8% of 
the stations. Tactile paving has 
been laid at 95.1% of the stations, 
and barrier-free toilets have been 
installed in 88.5% of the stations.” 

In addition, platform screen 
doors have recently been installed 
to prevent passengers, especially 
the visually impaired, from falling. 
They had been installed at 858 sta-
tions as of the end of fiscal 2019. 
However, installation is time-
consuming and costly. Therefore, 
the national government and rail-
way operators have encouraged 
passengers to approach people 
with visual disabilities who may 
need help, rather than only to 
rely on station staff, using posters 
and train announcements. Other 
measures to prevent falls are also 
under discussion, such as using 
devices with ICT and sensing 
technology.

The new Basic Policy on Pro-
motion of Transportation Facilita-
tion was developed in December 
2020, and it includes goals for the 

All images: Courtesy of Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

Promoting the Barrier-free 
Design of Railway Facilities

KATO KYOKO

Japan is currently promoting a barrier-freei environment in its public transport systems to facilitate the 
mobility of people including the elderly and those with disabilities. The goal is to realize an inclusive society 
where all people are able to move safely and with comfort.
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next five-year term beginning in 
2021. It will continue to promote a 
barrier-free railway environment. 
The new goals aim to ensure that 
all stations with more than 2,000 
but less than 3,000 users per day 
on average that are considered to 
be living-related facilities under 
local governments’ basic barrier-
free concepts have barrier-free 
facilities where users are not both-
ered by stairs or steps. In addition, 
large stations will need to pre-
pare multiple barrier-free routes 
(the routes for smooth movement 
between the door of the train and 
the exit of the station) for the safe, 
smooth movement of people with 
disabilities.

In December 2019, a study 
group was set up comprising mem-
bers including railway operators 
and organizations for people with 
disabilities. They have contin-
ued to review measures to create 

barrier-free environments 
with the aim of ensuring 
that Japan’s high-speed rail 
service, the Shinkansen, is 
at the highest level in the 
world in terms of barrier-
free design. Looking at 
spaces for wheelchair users 
on the current Shinkansen 
trains, there are only one 
or two wheelchair spaces 
per train. Groups of wheel-
chair users are unable to 
ride the train. Additionally, 
it is not currently possible 

to complete ticket purchases for 
wheelchair users online; people 
are only able to apply. They must 
go to a ticket counter at a station 
to complete and receive a ticket 
before taking the train. Organiza-
tions for people with disabilities 
have requested that a system that 

permits users to complete their 
purchase online be introduced. 
The study group is currently dis-
cussing the arrangement of a space 
for three to six wheelchairs and 
a free space that can be used by 
a group of wheelchair users or a 
user of a fully reclining wheelchair 
and a helper, and the introduction 
of an online system that permits 
users to complete the entire pur-
chase process.

If consideration is given to the 
importance of the independence 
of the elderly and people with 
disabilities in the promotion of 
arrangements for environments 
that ensure smooth transporta-
tion, it will help everyone be more 
proactive and successful. 

The layout for a Shinkansen train car with over 1,000 seats per train has been designed with the 
space for wheelchairs increased from two to six

The national government and railway 
operators have encouraged passengers to 
approach people who may need help with 
posters at stations

i Originally introduced as a term for housing construc-
tion, it means removal of the barriers people with 
disabilities face in their lives. Generally, it refers to 
elimination of physical barriers such as inconvenient 
steps and stairs. In a broader sense, it is used to 
mean the elimination of all barriers including social, 
institutional, and psychological barriers that compli-
cate social engagement by people with disabilities.
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B
ased on the Paris Agreement that was 
adopted at COP21 in 2015, a variety of mea-
sures against global warming are progress-
ing in Japan. Among them, expectations 

are rising for the transition to cars with a low envi-
ronmental burden as they will greatly contribute to a 
reduction in carbon dioxide emissions. Around 86% 
(2018) of emissions in the transport sector in Japan 
are produced by cars. 

In 2010, the Government of Japan’s Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) announced the 
Next-Generation Vehicle Strategy 2010, in which it 
set goals for popularization of such vehicles in 2020 
and 2030, and defined five types of “next-generation 
vehicles”: hybrid electric vehicles that combine a 
gasoline or other fuel engine with an electric motor; 
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles that can be charged 
externally; battery electric vehicles; fuel-cell elec-
tric vehicles that generate power from hydrogen and 
oxygen in the air; and clean diesel vehicles.

The four types of vehicles other than clean diesel 
vehicles are collectively called “electrified vehicles,” 

and METI aims for the popularization of these cars 
among ordinary users. 

In December 2020, the Green Growth Strategy 
towards 2050 Carbon Neutrality was announced, in 
which a new goal was established: to make all new 
cars sold in Japan electrified vehicles by the mid 
2030s. Accepting this shift, the automotive industry 
is entering into a once-in-a-century revolution.

Development of environment-friendly battery 
electric vehicles, which are prominent among the 
next-generation vehicles today, began in earnest 
after a Zero Emission Vehicle bill limiting the sales of 
internal combustion vehicles was established in the 
state of California in the United States in 1990.

Ogino Norikazu of the Next Generation Vehicle 
Promotion Center says, “Japanese battery electric 
vehicles have led the world in terms of driving range 
and top speed, featuring Permanent Magnet Syn-
chronous Motors (PMSM) and more. The lithium-ion 
battery, invented by the winner of the Nobel Prize 
in Chemistry Yoshino Akira and his team, allows 
for a large storage volume in a compact size, greatly 
improving on conventional lead batteries, and this 
invention alone increased the practicality of battery 
electric vehicles.”

All photos: Courtesy of Next Generation Vehicle Promotion Center

The Popularization of  
“Next-Generation Vehicles”

SUGIYAMA MAMORU

Electric vehicle 
charging using a 

solar installation

Japan is promoting the reduction of 
CO2 emissions through the popular-
ization of energy-efficient cars as a 
measure against global warming.
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In 1997, sales of the world’s first mass-produced 
hybrid electric vehicle began in Japan. Later, devel-
opment of unique technologies was undertaken, 
including the development of cars that could use 
their batteries as a source of power for home appli-
ances. The need for this power source was strongly 
recognized from the large-scale blackouts that 
occurred with the Great East Japan Earthquake in 
2011. The range of uses are expanding, with elec-
trified vehicles being used as a power source for 
homes during disasters and in emergency situa-
tions, as a way to directly supply power to home 
electronics, and as a power source for outdoor 
activities.

Battery functionality has improved over the last 
ten years for battery electric vehicles, and there are 
some cars that have been produced that can drive 
more than 500 km on a full charge, attaining a driv-
ing range comparable to internal combustion vehi-
cles. Public charging facilities, which will be nec-
essary with the popularization of electric cars, are 
being expanded through a governmental subsidy 
system, and even now, more than 7,700 such facili-
ties have been installed across Japan. At the same 
time, development of fuel-cell electric vehicles, said 

to be suited to longer distance driving and for larger 
vehicles, and infrastructure improvements are also 
progressing, preparing the stage for the populariza-
tion of next-generation vehicles.

There are currently (as of end March, 2020) more 
than 10.26 million electrified vehicles in Japan (about 
10 million hybrid electric vehicles and about 260,000 
non-hybrid vehicles).

Ogino says, “We are in the initial stages of the 
popularization of non-hybrid electric vehicles, but 
the conditions in which these cars can be used are 
now in place. Moving forward, it is necessary for 
everyone to learn more about electrified vehicles’ 
performance and the state of infrastructure improve-
ments to become able to consider the switch to elec-
trified vehicles, and it is also necessary to increase 
functionality and lower the price while also further 
increasing battery performance.”

Switching to a next-generation vehicle that greatly 
reduces our burden on the environment is clearly 
one thing we can do as a measure against global 
warming. Cars are an essential partner in life as a 
means of transport, and next-generation vehicles 
will lead to major changes not only for each user but 
to overall societal awareness, as well. 

Left: Plugging in a charging cable
Right: Charging using an “EV Quick” (see sign) rapid charger installed in the parking lot of a grocery 
store. Using the rapid charger, electric vehicle (EV) charging can be completed in 30 to 40 minutes 
while shopping.
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I
n August 2020, the first open manned test 
flight of the SD-03 flying car was successfully 
completed in Japan. This prototype flying car 
has been developed by SkyDrive Inc., a startup 

founded by automotive engineer Fukuzawa Tomo-
hiro, who had previously worked at Toyota Motor 
Corporation. 

Fukuzawa joined Toyota in 2010 and then became 
involved with the flying car project in 2014, when he 
joined CARTIVATOR Resource Management (herein-
after CARTIVATOR), which was reorganized into the 

volunteer group Dream-On Management in January 
2021.

CARTIVATOR was established as a volunteer 
group and run by a group of engineers with unique 
skill sets with the mission “to deliver dreams to the 
next generation.”

Looking back at the work that he has done with 
CARTIVATOR, Fukuzawa says, “We came up with 
a bunch of futuristic technology ideas, including 
underground cars and two-story recreational vehi-
cles. Of all the ideas, we were captivated most of all 
by the idea of a flying car.”

First, CARTIVATOR’s engineers began developing 
a 1:6 scale prototype for test flights. They succeeded 
in flying the full-size unmanned model in 2018.

With this success, Fukuzawa decided to estab-
lish a company developing flying cars as a business, 
financed through crowdfunding and support from 
major corporations.

The single-seat human-piloted SD-03 was 
announced last year. The flying car is about four 
meters long, four meters wide and about two meters 
high. It weighs 400 kilograms and occupies the space 
of two medium-size vehicles in a parking lot. Posi-
tioned on booms at the four corners of the SD-03’s 
slim body, which is reminiscent of a Formula 1 racing 
car, are eight coaxial propellers powered by electric 
motors. In the public demonstration flight last year, 
the car lifted approximately two meters into the air 

All Photos: Courtesy of SkyDrive

Once the stuff of science fiction, flying cars are 
about to become a reality.

Flying Cars  
to Take to the Skies

SASAKI TAKASHI

Manned test flight of the SD-03, 
August 2020

The compact SkyDrive SD-XX 
concept vehicle
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and moved about at walking speed. The company 
says that the SD-03 can potentially go up to 200–300 
meters into the air and move at about 20–30 kilome-
ters per hour.

According to Fukuzawa, flying cars have many 
advantages over the small helicopters that are cur-
rently used.

“First, the new SD-03 is battery powered, which 
dramatically reduces noise emissions even when 
flying low. Second, it requires only a small space for 
parking, taking off and landing. It is easily operated 
and an autonomous feature may possibly be intro-
duced in the future. Above all, mass production will 
make it possible to market flying cars much more 
inexpensively.”

Today, SkyDrive is in high gear, working to intro-
duce a two-seater version of the vehicle commer-
cially by 2023. This model will be able to fly 5–10 
kilometers at 50–60 kilometers per hour with a pilot 
and a passenger on board. Supported by the Osaka 
Prefectural Government, SkyDrive’s goal is to com-
mercialize an air taxi service in the Osaka Bay area, 
where there are a number of tourist attractions 
including Universal Studios Japan (USJ).

With further steps toward implementation experi-
ments in Tokyo and other cities, the company aims 
to begin mass production as early as 2026 and start 
selling autonomous flying cars in 2028. The com-
pany’s ultimate goal is for its flying cars to be used 

widely by the general public as a means of transport.
The Japanese government launched the Public-

Private Conference for Future Air Mobility Revolu-
tion in 2018, seeking to lay the groundwork for flying 
vehicle services, including any legislation that would 
be necessary. In this developing situation, SkyDrive 
is attracting a lot of attention and people have high 
expectations for it, as one of the companies on the 
front line of those competing to develop flying vehi-
cles around the world. 

SkyDrive Inc. founder Fukuzawa 
Tomohiro alongside the SD-03

Manned test flight of the SD-02,  
the predecessor to the SD-03, 2019
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J
apan is an island country dependent on inter-
national trade, a maritime power that imports 
and exports a large volume of goods by ship. 
In April 2018, the International Maritime Orga-

nization* (IMO) adopted the “Initial IMO Strategy 
on Reduction of GHG Emissions from Ships,” which 
outlines reduction targets and measures to reduce 
greenhouse gases (GHG) in international shipping. 
The Strategy set the target of reducing total GHG 
emissions by at least 50 percent below 2008 levels by 
2050, and phasing out GHG emissions as soon as pos-
sible within this century. In response to this, Japan 
set out to reduce GHG emissions from ships, launch-
ing the International Shipping GHG Zero Emissions 
Project in collaboration with industrial, academic 
and public sectors in August 2018, and formulating 
the “Roadmap to Zero Emission” in March 2020. 

Within this context, Japan is aiming to introduce 
zero emission ships by 2028. A zero emission ship is 
a vessel that emits no GHGs during its operation.

“Currently, there are no zero-emission ships in the 
world engaged in international trade. A number of 
countries are competing to be the first to achieve the 
delivery of the zero-emission ships.”

So says Saito Hideaki, the first Asian chair of the 
IMO’s Maritime Environment Protection Commit-
tee and currently Deputy Director-General for Engi-
neering Affairs of the Maritime Bureau, Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism. Com-
menting on the targets set in the IMO Strategy, Saito 
goes on, “The development of zero-emission ships is 
considered essential to achieve those targets. This is 
because the life of a ship is around thirty years. For 
example, a ship launched in 2025 will be in service 
until 2055. Unless the shipping industry makes a 
shift to zero-emission ships at an early stage, we will 
not be able to meet the GHG emissions targets,” he 
says. 

Japan envisages four types of zero-emission 
ships: hydrogen-fueled ships, ammonia-fueled 
ships, ships equipped with onboard CO2 capture sys-
tems and super-efficient LNG-fueled wind-propelled 
vessels. The technologies required for these ships 
are now under research and development. Hydrogen 
fuel is also being considered for use in automobiles 
due to its zero CO2 emissions and high energy effi-
ciency. Ships fueled by ammonia, like those fueled 
by hydrogen, are clean energy ships that do not 
emit CO2 during combustion. Ships equipped with 
onboard CO2 capture systems apply the technology 
that has already been put to practical use on land to 
recover CO2 from exhaust gases. The installation of 
CO2 recovery devices on ships will make it possible 
to achieve zero CO2 emissions irrespective of the 
fuel used. The key, however, will be how efficiently 
the CO2 can be recaptured on ships. Super-efficient 
LNG-fueled wind-propelled vessels use LNG fuel 
instead of the heavy oil for ships that is mainly used 

All image and figures: Courtesy of Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

As a shipping and shipbuilding nation, Japan aims 
to put “Zero-Emission Ships” (ships that emit no 
greenhouse gases) in commercial service for inter-
national shipping by 2028.

Zero-Emission Ships  
on the Horizon

YANAGISAWA MIHO

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
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at present, and can be built by combining existing 
technologies such as wind propulsion to reduce CO2 
emissions. Furthermore, in the future Japan also 
aims to achieve zero emissions by introducing car-
bon recycled synthetic fuels produced from CO2 cap-
tured and recovered as a resource. 

A key point for future technological development 
lies in the making of new engines to power large 
ships such as huge container ships, bulk carriers and 
tankers that can either reduce GHGs or achieve zero 
emissions. 

“We have to build an engine that no one in the 
world has ever made before, so the technological 
development required is immense. In terms of the 
Roadmap, there are many things we cannot envisage 
at this point in time, such as the emission pathway 
as well as the energy supply mix that will be taken 

to reduce GHGs in the future. However, the Japa-
nese government intends to develop measures such 
as a mechanism to support business stakeholders 
committed to embarkment of zero emission ships, 
and my hope is that such businesses will use their 
advanced technological capabilities to realize zero-
emission ships made in Japan sailing the world’s 
oceans in the future,” says Saito.

Surrounded by the sea on all sides, Japan’s ter-
ritorial waters and EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone) 
extend over an area of some 4.5 million square kilo-
meters. As the world’s sixth-largest maritime nation, 
Japan is actively promoting and contributing to 
phasing out GHGs in international shipping. 

* A specialized agency of the United Nations established in 1958 to address maritime 
issues such as maritime safety and protection of the marine environment.
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O
n March 11, 2011, a 
magnitude 9.0 earth-
quake occurred off 
the Pacific coast of 

the Tohoku region of northeast 
Japan. The massive earthquake 
was followed by a devastating tsu-
nami that struck the Pacific coast 
of Tohoku and the neighboring 
Kanto region further south. TEP-
CO’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Station lost all power 
sources, which led to the loss of 
stable “cooling down” functions. 
As a result, the reactor cores were 
damaged and radioactive materi-
als were released. Immediately 
after the accident, an evacuation 
order was issued to residents in 
twelve municipalities surround-
ing the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 

Power Station and approximately 
160,000 people (including earth-
quake evacuees) evacuated to 
places not only within Fukushima 
Prefecture but also across Japan.

The Decommissioning 
of the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Station
At the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Station, an array of mea-
sures including actions to cool the 
reactors were taken immediately 
after the accidents. As a result, 
in December of 2011, the reactors 
achieved “cold shutdown,” a con-
dition in which the temperature of 
the water within the reactor is suf-
ficiently low and release of radio-
active materials to the air is sig-
nificantly suppressed. Later, the 
government decided to decom-
mission the power station. Plac-
ing safety as the top priority, the 
decommissioning work is being 
carried out based on the “Mid-
and-Long-Term Roadmap towards 
the Decommissioning of TEPCO’s 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Station Units 1-4,” which was for-
mulated to target completion of 
decommissioning measures “30 to 
40 years later.”

The decommissioning work 

to date has primarily involved 
removal of the fuel, preparation 
for the removal of the fuel debris 
(melted nuclear fuel which mixed 
with structural materials and 
solidified), and measures to deal 
with contaminated water. As of 
February 2021, around two thirds 
of the more than 3,000 nuclear 
fuel rods have been removed from 
the spent fuel pools of Units 1-4, 
the location of the accident, using 
remote-controlled robotic sys-
tems. In 2019, researchers oper-
ated a robotic arm to touch a part 
of the fuel debris and confirmed 
that the fuel debris is in a condi-
tion to be moved. Further research 
and development of technologies 
for the retrieval of fuel debris, 
which is the most challenging step 
in the decommissioning process, 
are also under way. 

There has also been progress in 
reducing and decontaminating the 
radioactive contaminated water 
generated by cooling fuel debris. 
The influence of radiation emitted 
from the nuclear power station, 
including that attributable to con-
taminated water, has been signifi-
cantly reduced. The contaminated 
water generated by the power sta-
tion in 2020 was one quarter of 
what it was in 2013.

One of the challenges being faced 
in the decommissioning process 
is the handling of some 1.2 million 
tons of ALPS-treated water that 
remains after contaminated water 

In Fukushima Prefecture, where ten years has passed since the Great 
East Japan Earthquake, the decommissioning of TEPCO (Tokyo Elec-
tric Power Company)’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, the 
return of local residents to their homes in the surrounding areas and 
the reconstruction of industries are steadily progressing.

SAWAJI OSAMU

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Station being decommissioned

Local citizens visiting Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station

Ten Years after the Great 
East Japan Earthquake 
Recovery from the Nuclear Power Station Accident 

Series POLICY-RELATED NEWS
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is purified with the Advanced 
Liquid Processing System (ALPS). 
With review by the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), 
certain methods for disposing of 
the ALPS-treated water that do 
not have a scientific influence on 
people’s livelihoods and are in 
compliance with regulatory restric-
tions regarding radioactive materi-
als have been proposed. The gov-
ernment is carefully examining 
methods for disposing of the ALPS-
treated water with consideration to 
public concerns about reputational 
damage not based on scientific 
grounds that may be caused by the 
disposition.

Regional 
Revitalization
As a result of decontamination 
efforts and recovery of the infra-
structure necessary for people’s 
lives, the evacuation order for 
twelve municipalities in Fuku-
shima Prefecture has been lifted in 
all areas in five municipalities. The 
order has also been lifted in the 
other seven municipalities except 

in certain areas. (The population 
in areas still under the evacuation 
order is 27% what it was immedi-
ately after the order was issued.) 
The return of residents to their 
homes and reconstruction of the 
region have begun in earnest. The 
number of evacuees has decreased 
to approximately 28,000 from 
approximately 160,000 immedi-
ately following the power station 
accident.

As the return and re-start of 
businesses affected by the disas-
ter have begun, the initiatives 
aiming to create new local indus-
tries have also made progress. For 
example, Fukushima is promot-
ing the aggregation of cutting-
edge technologies in such fields 
as robotics and energy under the 
Fukushima Innovation Coast 
Framework. In March 2020, the 
Fukushima Hydrogen Energy 
Research Field, a 10MW-class 
hydrogen production facility, the 
world’s largest class, was com-
pleted. The hydrogen produced 
at this facility will be used to fuel 
the cauldron of the Tokyo 2020 

Olympic and Paralympic Games.
As for agricultural, forestry 

and fishery products produced in 
Fukushima, food safety has been 
secured by the establishment of a 
strict inspection system for radio-
active materials. The number of 
countries and regions imposing 
import restrictions on food prod-
ucts from Japan in the wake of the 
nuclear power station accident has 
come down to fifteen from fifty-
four right after the accident. The 
government continues to publicize 
scientific knowledge about radio-
activity and information about the 
safety of the region’s agricultural, 
forestry and fishery products.

Fukushima is making great 
strides toward reconstruction and 
recovery. International technologi-
cal cooperation to achieve decom-
missioning, revitalization of the 
local economy through consump-
tion and tourism, and more wide-
spread understanding of the cur-
rent situation in Fukushima will 
lead to further recovery.  

Photos and figure: Courtesy of METI

Rice being inspected for 
radioactive materials. Fukushima 
Prefecture ensures the safety of 
foods distributed on the market 
by inspecting for radioactive 
materials.

*  Data for 2011 compiled right after the accident. Data for the period from 
2012 to 2020 compiled for March 11 each year. Data for 2021 compiled at the 
end of February.

（Year)
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W
ater is an indis-
pensable resource 
for human life. 
However, by 2050, 

the world’s population is expected 
to top 9.7 billion, 40 percent of 
whom will suffer from severe water 
shortages. One technology that 
may save this critical situation is 
the WOTA BOX, developed by a 
Japanese venture company.

The WOTA BOX is a water recy-
cling system with six purifying fil-
ters which function to allow water 
to be reused many times. Shaped 
like a box, the latest model (as of 
February 2021) is 82 cm wide, 45 
cm deep and 93.3 cm high. Weigh-
ing 82 kilograms, it is fitted with 
wheels so is easy to transport, 

making it a truly portable device. 
Using the company’s unique 
water quality sensors and AI deep 
learning, safe and clean water is 
recycled automatically. When a 
special shower kit is connected, 
the recycled water can be used to 
take showers anytime, anywhere. 
The system can be connected 

to a dedicated hot water unit to 
supply hot water from 37 to 50 
degrees Celsius.

The WOTA BOX was developed 
by WOTA CORP., a venture com-
pany started in 2014 by students 
from the University of Tokyo. 
Since its founding, the com-
pany has consistently developed 
equipment and systems to solve 
social issues related to water. 
Ichihashi Shotaro, Executive Offi-
cer and Chief Community Officer, 
explains the features of this water 
recycling system.

“Essentially, we have developed 
a compact system that replaces the 
equipment of a large water treat-
ment plant. An autonomous decen-
tralized water circulation system 
uses sensors and AI to analyze the 
quality of used water, and based 
on the results, quickly and auto-
matically determines the type of 
filter to be used for purification, the 
water pressure to be applied to the 
filter, and the chlorine or ultravio-
let sterilization to be used. We suc-
ceeded in making a compact device 
equipped with such a system. This 
water quality control technology 
allows 98 percent of wastewater to 
be reused, and the water to be puri-
fied of contaminants such as sand, 
dust, odors, bacteria and viruses to 
a level that meets the water quality 

Series SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

A small venture company in Japan has succeeded in auto-
mating water treatment technology to purify used water 
using unique water quality sensors and AI technology, which 
will help solve water shortages and a range of other issues 
affecting the planet.

UMEZAWA AKIRA

WOTA BOX 
and shower

WOTA BOX
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standards for public bathrooms set 
by the government.”

The data collected from the sen-
sors on water flow rate, nature of 
impurities, and other aspects is 
sent to the server through the net-
work and AI learns from it. The 
results are then fed back to each 
device, enhancing the efficiency of 
water treatment. In other words, 
the more it is used, the more it 
accumulates performance data and 
the better it performs.

Normally, one person needs 
around 50 liters of water to take a 
shower. The WOTA BOX can use 
water 50 times more efficiently, 
reducing the amount of water 
needed to take a shower to a mere 
one liter per person. At the proto-
type stage, it was initially envis-
aged that the system would be 
used mainly in leisure settings such 
as camping grounds and sporting 
events. However, since the July 
2018 Western Japan Heavy Rains 
it has come to be used in many 
disaster areas. To date, more than 
20,000 people have used the WOTA 
BOX to take showers at evacuation 
centers set up when disasters have 
occurred in various parts of Japan.

“The huge typhoon that hit the 
Japanese archipelago in Septem-
ber 2019 caused rivers to overflow 
in Nagano City, about an hour and 
40 minutes from Tokyo by bullet 
train, and other areas in Nagano 
Prefecture, severely damaging 
water treatment facilities and forc-
ing some 20,000 residents to live 
in evacuation centers for up to two 
months. We brought in fourteen 
WOTA boxes to help evacuees with 
their bathing needs, and received a 
great deal of positive feedback. One 
person, for example, commented 

how much they had appreciated 
being able to take a shower near the 
evacuation center as a leg disability 
had meant they had not been able 
to get to the bathing facility, while 
another remarked that being able 
to spend some time alone in the 
shower room had made them feel 
calmer. We were happy we were 
able to make a difference. 

Japan’s water supply facili-
ties, developed rapidly during the 
period of high economic growth, 
are now deteriorating and the need 
for a major upgrade is looming. Ich-
ihashi envisions two approaches to 
this issue.

“The first is to create autono-
mous decentralized water circula-
tion systems and promote their 
widespread use. Collecting rainwa-
ter in homes and offices and circu-
lating it using a WOTA device elimi-
nates the need for water pipes to 
be laid from large treatment plants 

to individual homes. The second is 
to reduce the operation and man-
agement costs of water treatment 
plants. Automating the work per-
formed by technicians through the 
use of sensors and AI technology 
leads to substantial cost reduc-
tions. I’d like to see our technology 
used to help solve the problem of 
water shortages both in Japan and 
around the world.”

The widespread use of this tech-
nology has the potential to solve 
problems associated with water 
shortages across the globe.  

All photos: Courtesy of WOTA CORP.

A flood-damaged town

WOTA BOX + Outdoor 
Shower Kit

WOTA BOX

Portable Water 
Recycling System
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T
en years have passed 
since the Great East 
Japan Earthquake and 
Tsunami of 2011. Hav-

ing suffered enormous damage 
to its coastal areas facing the 
Pacific Ocean, Iwate Prefecture 
has seen steady progress in the 
rebuilding of roads and other 

infrastructure and in relocating 
the community to higher ground, 
with the redevelopment of urban 
areas almost complete. Amanda 
Wayama, who hails from the 
United States and is employed by 
the Iwate Prefectural Government 
to handle international exchange 
and the dissemination of infor-

mation, says, “At the time of the 
earthquake, Iwate Prefecture 
received support not just from the 
rest of Japan but from all over the 
world. Once the spread of COVID-
19 is under control, the people 
of Iwate would like to express 
our gratitude for that support by 
extending our hospitality to every-
one who visits the prefecture.” 

The Michinoku Coastal Trail 
(see Highlighting JAPAN, May 2020 
issue) extends 1,025 kilometers 
from Hachinohe City, Aomori 
Prefecture in the north to Soma 
City, Fukushima Prefecture in the 
south, passing through Iwate Pre-
fecture. Here visitors can experi-
ence the natural splendor of for-
ests, mountains and sea, as well 
as the culture of each region. One 
of the attractions along the trail 
are the Kitayamazaki cliffs on the 
northern coast of Iwate, where 
visitors can take a ride on small 
fishing boats called sappa boats 
operated by local fishermen to 
see the coastline up close. Amanda 
highly recommends the activ-
ity as one that exemplifies Iwate’s 
unique appeal, offering visitors 
both the opportunity to appreciate 

At the 
Morioka 
Sansa Odori 
Festival

Screenshot from Amanda’s blog 
showcasing the “people of Iwate” 

Amanda Wayama 
(center) with 
colleagues at an 
Iwate Prefecture 
promotional event 
in Taiwan

U.S. native and Iwate Prefectural Government officer 
Amanda Wayama has been communicating the impor-
tance of community ties to people in Japan and abroad 
by sharing her experience of the Great East Japan Earth-
quake and the reconstruction of its towns and cities. She 
now calls Iwate Prefecture her home.

SATO KUMIKO

Series MY WAYMY WAY
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something of the prefecture’s nat-
ural attractions and the chance to 
interact with the locals.　 

A long-time fan of Japanese 
anime and games, Amanda first 
came to Japan in 2007 on a short-
term study-abroad program in 
Kyoto when she was a university 
student. That experience made 
her realize that life in Japan was 
a good fit for her. She applied 
to the JET Programme, a Japa-
nese government initiative which 
invites overseas youth to Japan to 
promote international exchange 
in local public entities, and was 
assigned to the Iwate Prefectural 
Government in 2009.

Initially knowing nothing at all 
about Iwate Prefecture, Amanda 
found her work to be very reward-
ing as she shared information with 
people overseas about the pre-
fecture’s rich nature, history and 
culture, and promoted mutual 
exchange between Iwate Prefec-
ture and the United States through 
social media. Then the Great East 
Japan Earthquake and Tsunami 
struck. Although the earthquake 
was felt strongly in the prefectural 
capital city of Morioka, where 
Amanda lives, the city suffered 
relatively little damage. Gradu-

ally, however, news came through 
of the damage elsewhere in the 
prefecture and she learned that 
many towns along the coast had 
been devastated by the tsunami. 
Amanda conducted relief activi-
ties, such as going around the 
radio stations in the prefecture 
and making announcements in 
English. She recalls feeling at the 
time “determined to do whatever I 
could for my ‘hometown.’”

After her five-year stint on the 
JET Programme ended, Amanda 
stayed on at the Iwate Prefec-
tural Government. Back when 
she first arrived in Iwate alone 
from abroad, Amanda met peo-
ple who welcomed her warmly 
and looked out for her, people 
who supported each other when 
the earthquake struck. She even 
met her husband in Iwate. For 
Amanda, “the biggest attraction of 
Iwate Prefecture is its people.” She 
decided to showcase the people 
of Iwate who face the challenges 
of recovering from the disaster, 
launching the blog “PEOPLE of 
IWATE” in 2017 as a new way of 
promoting the prefecture. The 
blog showcases people in Iwate 
whom Amanda has met in person 
and been impressed by. One such 
person is a woman in Morioka 
City who started a company pro-
ducing sakiori, the Tohoku folk 
handicraft of weaving ripped old 
clothes into new fabric, and con-

tributes to the local community by 
employing people with disabilities 
(see Highlighting JAPAN, January 
2014 issue). Another is a woman 
in Miyako City who runs tours to 
communicate the significance of 
disaster prevention, despite her-
self having painful memories of 
being affected by the tsunami.

“In April last year (2020), I left 
the Office of International Affairs 
and transferred to the Office of 
Tourism and Promotion, where 
I’m in charge of promoting Iwate’s 
official VTuber (Virtual YouTuber), 
Iwate Sachiko, to viewers outside 
the prefecture. In my new depart-
ment I’ll be able to learn more 
about Iwate Prefecture and take 
my knowledge to a deeper level, so 
I’m looking forward to expanding 
my potential,” says Amanda.

Another of her tasks is to help 
bring the International Linear 
Collider, a proposed linear par-
ticle accelerator, to the Kitakami 
mountains, which run from south-
ern Iwate Prefecture to northern 
Miyagi Prefecture. Amanda out-
lines her aspirations: “If the proj-
ect comes to fruition, the Kitakami 
mountains of Tohoku will become 
the home to thousands of world-
class researchers and engineers 
for the next ten to twenty years. 
Through my work to help realize 
this project, I hope to promote 
Iwate Prefecture to people around 
the world.”   

All photos: Courtesy of Amanda Wayama

Amanda (second right) 
interpreting at an event hosted 
by the Iwate Prefectural 
Government

At an International Linear 
Collider (ILC) conference in 

Switzerland
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I
t is said that sake in the Nanbu 
domain (part of present-day 
Aomori and Iwate Prefec-
tures) was first brewed in the 

early Edo period (1603–1867). The 
domain put effort into sake produc-
tion as a policy of industrial devel-
opment. In the winter, sake brew-
eries in the domain hired farmers 
to produce sake during the agri-
cultural off-season. In the world of 
sake production, the head brewer 
at the production site is known 
as the toji, and the group of head 
brewers from the Nanbu domain 
was known as the Nanbu Toji. 
Highly regarded for their reliable 
brewing techniques, the Nanbu 

Toji not only produced sake in their 
own domain but were invited to do 
so in other regions as well.

One of the sake breweries that 
has inherited the traditions and 
techniques of the Nanbu Toji is 
Nanbu Bijin Co. Ltd., founded in 
1902 in Ninohe City at the north-
ern tip of Iwate Prefecture. The 
company’s flagship sake brand is 
the eponymously named Nanbu 
Bijin (bijin means “beautiful 
woman”) and is known through-
out Japan as one of Iwate’s repre-
sentative sakes. Nanbu Bijin has 
won numerous national and inter-
national competitions, including 
Champion Sake of 2017, the high-
est award in the Sake category of 
the International Wine Challenge.1

Sake from Iwate  
to the World

A craftsman stirs 
moromi (mash) in 
a tank using a large 
paddle (kai) in a 
process called kaiire 
Photo: Courtesy of 
Nanbu Bijin

A sake brewery in Iwate Prefecture with a history surpassing 
120 years is actively implementing new initiatives, expanding 
overseas sales channels and utilizing AI in the sake manufac-
turing process while preserving traditional sake production.

SASAKI TAKASHI

Series ENJOY DRINKING

Cooling steamed rice 
in cold fresh air

Photo: Courtesy of 
Nanbu Bijin

Kuji Kosuke (second right) 
receives the IWC’s Champion 
Sake of 2017 award
Photo: Courtesy of Nanbu Bijin
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According to Kuji Kosuke, fifth-
generation head and president of 
the sake brewery, the company 
has pursued what it calls “authen-
tic quality” since its founding, and 
this phrase has become its “fam-
ily motto.” Kuji explains that the 
main ingredient of Nanbu Bijin is 
locally grown rice suitable for sake, 
which is carefully selected and pol-
ished to a ratio of at least 70% of its 
original grain size or, in the case of 
daiginjo-shu (super premium sake), 
to a grain polishing ratio of 50% 
or less. The water used for brew-
ing is underground water from the 
Basenkyo Gorge (a part of the Orit-
sume Basenkyo Prefectural Natural 
Park) that springs from a well in the 
brewery. This mineralized, bluish 
water activates the yeast and koji 
(malted rice), giving Nanbu Bijin its 
flavor and body.

“The characteristics of our sake 
Nanbu Bijin are its fruity aroma 
and refreshing flavor, which make 
it hard to believe the sake is actu-
ally made from rice. Our goal is to 
make sake that brings a smile to 
everyone’s face the moment they 
taste it,” says Kuji.

While the company values the 
traditional sake production handed 
down by the toji, it has also actively 
pursued new initiatives. One such 
initiative was to expand overseas 
ahead of other breweries, begin-

ning in 1997. Today, sake has fans 
all over the world, but at the time 
it was so little known outside Japan 
that Kuji did the rounds of restau-
rants, personally handing out bot-
tles of his company’s sake. Thanks 
to those efforts and the subsequent 
boom in Japanese food, Nanbu 
Bijin now has sales channels in cit-
ies such as New York and London, 
and exports to thirty-nine countries 
around the world. It has become 
known abroad by the label “South-
ern Beauty,” a literal rendering of 
Nanbu Bijin. In 2018, the company 
was recognized by the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
of the Japanese government as an 
outstanding exporter of Japanese 
agricultural, forestry and fishery 
products and foods.

In order to reach a wider cus-
tomer base, the company has 
obtained vegan and kosher certi-
fication for its sake. And in recent 
years, it has been collaborating 
with an IT venture company on a 
project to convert part of the brew-
ing process that relies on the expe-
rience and intuition of craftsmen 
into data through the use of AI.

Iwate Prefecture faces the San-
riku Coast, an area abundant in 
marine products (see Highlighting 
JAPAN May 2020 issue). Kuji says 
that Nanbu Bijin is exceptional when 
drunk with fresh local hokkigai 
(surf clams), oysters, and a local 
dish dating back to the Edo period 
called senbei-jiru, a stew of chicken, 
vegetables and another local spe-
cialty, nanbu-senbei rice crackers.

“The best way to drink not only 
sake but any kind of liquor is to 
feel the water, air and climate of 
the place where it was produced. 
When COVID-19 has been brought 
under control, I hope you will 
visit the north of Iwate and enjoy 
Nanbu Bijin along with local foods 
and specialties,” says Kuji with a 
big smile.  

1

The Nanbu Bijin range of products
Photo: Courtesy of Nanbu Bijin

Senbei-jiru, a local dish of Iwate Prefecture
Photo: Courtesy of Tohoku Tourism Promotion Organization
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L
ocated in the center 
of Miyagi Prefecture’s 
coastline, Matsushima 
is one of the Three 

Most Scenic Spots of Japan, along 
with Miyajima in Hiroshima and 
Amanohashidate in Kyoto. Over 
260 large and small islands dot 
the beautiful Matsushima Bay, 
which has mesmerized people for 
eons. Overlooking Matsushima is 
Zuiganji Temple, one of the larg-
est and most highly revered Zen 
temples in the Tohoku region of 
northeast Japan. 

The temple can trace its ori-
gins back to the beginning of the 
ninth century. Date Masamune 

(1567–1636), the lord of the Sendai 
Domain, ordered the construction 
of the present temple buildings, 
which was completed in 1609. Visi-
tors pass through the Somon (front 
gate) from the coastal path, walk 
some 250 meters to the Chumon 
(central gate) and then proceed to 
the Hondo, the main temple build-
ing, and other Zen-style buildings.

The Hondo is a designated 
national treasure. To its left is 
the Onari entrance. On the right, 
the Kuri (temple kitchen), and 
the corridor leading from it to 
the Hondo, are also designated 
national treasures. The interiors 
of the buildings are in good con-

dition and are decorated in the 
elegant and glamorous style of the 
Momoyama period (late sixteenth 
to early seventeenth century). The 
style is said to express the aes-
thetic sense of Date Masamune.

The Hondo is very large—38 
meters wide and 24.2 meters 
deep—and the external appear-
ance is very simple in the tradi-
tional Zen architectural style. In 
contrast, the interior is exquisitely 
decorated, featuring elaborate 
engravings, metal ornaments, and 
colorful paintings with golden 
backgrounds on the fusuma slid-
ing paper doors. 

The Hondo comprises ten rooms 

Zuiganji Temple is a national treasure situated in the town of 
Matsushima in Miyagi Prefecture. The temple has exemplified 
the beautiful combination of traditional Zen architecture and 
exquisite interior decoration for over 400 years.

KATO KYOKO

Series ARCHITECTURAL TREASURES

Sukashibashi bridge to the Godaido

Godaido, a temple building 
on a small island in 
Matsushima Bay
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decorated with 161 pictures in 
total, each room having a differ-
ent pictorial theme. For example, 
there are pictures of cherry blos-
soms in the Butsuma (Buddhist 
altar room); pine trees and pea-
cocks in the Shitchu (Kujaku no 
Ma, or peacock room); and flow-
ering plants of the four seasons in 
the Jodan no Ma (raised room). In 
the Jodan no Ma, a statue of Date 
Masamune is enshrined, and the 
room's tokonoma alcove is painted 
with pictures of Japanese plums 
and bamboo, creating a magnifi-
cent interior space. The pictures 
were painted by Kano school 
painters, including Kano Sakyo 

(1581–1658) and Hasegawa Toin 
(birth and death dates unknown).

The Godaido is a temple build-
ing on a small island in Matsu-
shima Bay, apart from the main 
premises of Zuiganji Temple, 
enshrining the Five Great Wisdom 
Kings. To get to the island from 
the shore, visitors must cross the 
vermilion-lacquered Sukashibashi 
bridge. Built by Date Masamune, 
the Godaido is the oldest exist-
ing example of Momoyama-style 
architecture in Tohoku, and it has 
been designated an important cul-
tural property.

Major repairs to the Hondo and 
seven other buildings at Zuiganji 
lasting some ten years were com-
pleted in 2018 for preservation 
and seismic strengthening pur-
poses. The work revealed that 
the inside of the Hondo had been 
maintained regularly over the 
years, including the reapplication 
of lacquer, as part of memorial 
services for Date Masamune.

“Hongawarabuki (roofs with 
formal tiles) are one of the charac-
teristics of the Hondo at Zuiganji,” 
says Inatomi Keiun, the priest in 
charge of general affairs at the 
temple. “The temple carpenters 
dared to employ this method in 
Tohoku where it is very cold, tak-
ing the risk of damage from win-
ter freezes. Another feature is the 
use of the sujikai diagonal brac-
ing technique, which involves the 
installation of one or two timbers 
forming a cross to increase the 
strength of a building. It is gener-
ally believed that this technique 
became prevalent after the end 
of the nineteenth century, but 
200 years before that, it had been 
employed for the main walls of 
the Hondo. The diagonal bracing 

technique is the greatest discov-
ery in the history of architecture.”

The Great East Japan Earth-
quake and tsunami of March 2011 
caused widespread damage in 
Miyagi Prefecture, and Zuiganji 
too was affected. However, the 
Yotokuin meditation hall of the 
temple escaped major harm and 
was used as a shelter for local resi-
dents and tourists. 

Zuiganji Temple is an indis-
pensable symbol of the history 
and culture of Matsushima. The 
precious temple is the architec-
tural legacy of Tohoku, and it 
communicates the vitality of the 
Momoyama-period culture that 
flourished approximately 400 
years ago.   

All photos: Courtesy of Zuiganji

Main temple building

Treasure Museum (Seiryuden)

Temple kitchen

The Hondo (main temple building)

Map of the 
temple 
grounds

The Shitchu, also known as 
the Kujaku no Ma (peacock 
room), with screen paintings 
by Kano Sakyo

Screen painting by Kano Sakyo 
(reproduction)

The Kuri (temple kitchen)
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Sendai—Home of the Sophisticated 
Samurai (Miyagi Prefecture)
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Life-size wooden statue 
of Date Masamune sitting 
wearing his armor and 
helmet (Cultural asset of 
Miyagi Prefecture)
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Date Masamune (1567–1636) 
is renowned both as a skill-
ful warlord in the political 

and military spheres, and as a highly 
cultured individual. He contributed 
greatly to the development of today’s 
Sendai City, where his power base 
was located, and to the culture of 
Miyagi Prefecture as a whole. The 
word datesha—now used to refer to 
a stylish man—is said to come from 
Masamune’s choice of armor.

In Masamune’s days, the Tohoku 
region was called Mutsu, or “further 
beyond,” because of the region’s 
remoteness from the centers of poli-
tics and culture. Undeterred, Masa-
mune, who ruled nearly half of Mutsu, 
decided to make his fiefdom as cultur-
ally rich as the capital. After building 
his castle in Sendai, he had the coun-
try’s top carpenters and craftsmen 
construct magnificent temples and 
shrines in the castle town and in the 
beautiful coastal town of Matsushima. 
He restored and modernized Matsu-
shima’s historic buildings, and built 
lodging facilities to make it easier for 
people from outside of Mutsu to visit 
scenic spots around Sendai.

Masamune’s enthusiasm for a 
cultured life was inherited by his suc-
cessors and also influenced popular 
culture at the time. Visitors can see 
this influence today in Sendai’s unique 
traditional culture and crafts.

M i y a g i 
P r e f e c t u r e
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